Key Points Lesson 5

When you begin a new paragraph or a sentence in a numbered list, begin in the 3\textsuperscript{rd} cell (push your space bar 2 times before you begin).

\textbf{Alphabetic wordsigns are} made with 23 of 26 letters of the alphabet. When they stand alone, rather than being letters, they are words. There are three letters: \textit{a}, \textit{i}, and \textit{o} that can be used as words, so they do not have an alphabetic wordsign. Here is a list of the 23 alphabetic wordsigns.

\begin{itemize}
\item but
\item do
\item from
\item have
\item knowledge
\item more
\item people
\item rather
\item that
\item very
\item it
\item as
\item can
\item every
\item go
\item just
\item like
\item not
\item quite
\item so
\item us
\item will
\item you
\end{itemize}
Examples:

Can I go Mom?

Peg will get that book.

We have very nice bracelets.
Reading 5

1A. It is not climate, it is a
extremely humid.

1B. Paul has a simple plan: use x.

1C. If all of the club seems exclusive, doesn't x.

1D. Mae has told you to buy a class gift certificate.

1E. Gladys says you may feel sure it
has m on t subject.

1F. Does next box & we zebra on x.
Reading 5 Answer Key

1. I do not like that climate, as it is so extremely humid.

2. Paul has a very simple plan, but not all people can use it.

3. From all I see, that club seems rather exclusive, doesn’t it?

4. Mae Hale just told us that every boy from class will go, cool!

5. Gladys says you may feel sure that Will has more knowledge on that subject.

6. Does that next box have 4 zebras on it?
Writing 5

You can go, so can Joe.

I have 12, you have 7, I have more.

“He will rather go as a pal, but not as a date!” that makes me very sad.

People have that date. It is at 8, correct?

My knowledge is just a bit, not as big as Tim’s knowledge.

Like you, Diane is a very happy girl.
Writing 5 Answer Key

It makes me very sad.

My kite is a bit too big this time.

Diane is a very happy girl.